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Abstract- In this paper, we present method that detects useful feature points and creates descriptor for object recognition based 
on hardware architecture. We propose hardware architecture that uses FAST and BRIEF algorithms. Feature point detection 
process needs extensive computing power and processing time. Therefore, we build hardware structure for real-time 
processing. Loading the images in parallel, creating Gaussian filter image, finding feature point candidates, selecting valid 
feature point, and creating descriptor modules operate simultaneously and independently using pipeline structure to reduce 
processing time. Proposed hardware architecture of FAST and BRIEF algorithms is simulated by Modelsim and ISE software 
program. The result of our hardware structure shows that 44fps achieved in case of 1920 x 1080 resolution image. 
 
Index Terms- FAST, BRIEF, Feature Point, Descriptor. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Features are defined as interesting parts of an image, 
and they are used as starting points for many computer 
vision algorithms. Same feature point will be detected 
in two or more different images of same scene. Task of 
extracting feature points is the first step of many vision 
tasks such as object tracking, SLAM (simultaneous 
localization and mapping), localization, image 
matching and recognition. Hence, a large number of 
corner detectors exist in the literature. To extract 
feature points, a number of algorithms have been 
studied[1]. Feature point based algorithms are usually 
used in the object recognition field. SIFT and SURF 
are typical algorithms. SIFT algorithm makes various 
scale images from input image. Then it extracts the 
scale invariant feature points using DoG (differential 
of Gaussian). The SIFT descriptor is highly 
discriminant but, being a 128-vector, is relatively slow 
to compute and match[2]. This can be a drawback for 
real-time applications that require storing very large 
numbers of descriptors. 
 
The SURF descriptor represents one of the best known 
ones. It was made to supplement the disadvantages of 
SIFT. Like SIFT, it relies on local gradient histograms 
but uses integral images to speed up the 
computations[3]. Different parameter settings are 
possible but, since using only 64 dimensions already 
yields good recognition performances, that version has 
become very popular. SURF addresses the issue of 
speed but, since the descriptor is a 64-vector of 
floating-point values, representing it still requires 256 
byte. This becomes significant when millions of 
descriptors must be stored[4]. 
 
Therefore, we propose hardware structure using FAST 
algorithm for real-time processing application. 
Loading the images in parallel, creating Gaussian filter 
image, finding feature point candidates, selecting valid  

 
feature point, and creating descriptor modules operate 
simultaneously and independently using pipeline 
structure. As a result, faster operation than software 
can be achieved. 
 
II. FAST AND BRIEF ALGORITHM 
 
A. FAST Algorithm 
FAST algorithm is abbreviation of features from 
accelerated segment test. It loads 16 pixels around the 
circular for a single reference pixel P as shown Fig. 1. 
At this time, as (1), each pixel is compared if it is 
greater than plus the threshold value to the reference 
pixel, or if it is smaller than the reference pixel minus 
the threshold value. The result of comparison will be 
divided into three states, point darker than the 
reference pixel, similar point and point brighter than 
the reference pixel. 

 
Fig. 1. Center pixel and neighbor pixels of FAST algorithm 

 

 
 
The number of continuous dark or bright pixels 
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determines the constant n of FAST-n algorithm. The 
FAST-n algorithm usually detects 7 to 12 consecutive 
pixels. Decision tree scheme is used for detecting 
continuous pixel[5]. Decision tree is a decision 
support tool that uses a tree-like graph or model of 
decisions and their possible consequences, including 
chance event outcomes, resource costs, and utility. It is 
one way to display an algorithm. When this condition 
is satisfied, the reference pixel is selected as a feature 
point candidate. In this case, detected feature point 
candidates are often located around detected feature 
points because of characteristics of FAST algorithm. 
Fig. 2 shows the feature point candidates. In this figure, 
X boxes are feature point candidates of FAST 
algorithm. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Detected feature point candidates 

 
Therefore, FAST algorithm requires post-processing 
called NMS (non-maximal suppression). NMS selects 
valid feature points among the detected feature point 
candidates. To detect a valid feature point, only the 
feature point candidate which has the maximum value 
compared with others are left and the rests are 
removed. 
 
B. BRIEF Algorithm 
BRIEF algorithm is abbreviation of binary robust 
independent elementary features. It is creates 
descriptor of feature point. BRIEF algorithm loads 
detected feature point position and around pixels of the 
feature point via FAST algorithm. Then it compute 
after having smoothed image patch by using Gaussian 
kernel. It defines test τ on patch p of size S x S as (2). 
Where p(x) is the pixel intensity in a smoothed version 
of p[6]. 

 
 
Choosing a set of  ݊ௗ (x, y) – location pairs uniquely 
defines a set of binary tests. BRIEF descriptor to be the 
݊ௗ  - dimensional bitstring as (3). The BRIEF 
algorithm usually consider ݊ௗ  = 128, 256, and 
512.BRIEF descriptors refer BRIEF-k, where k =   / 8 
represents the number of bytes required to store the 
descriptor. 

 
 

III. HARDWARE STRUCTURE 
 
Existing BRIEF algorithm make Gaussian smoothed 
image of feature point and around pixels from FAST 
algorithm. However FAST algorithm has 
disadvantage relating to noise. Therefore hardware 
structure makes Gaussian filtered image before 
applying FAST algorithm to reduce noise effect. Fig. 3 
illustrates fixed point arithmetic operation. First it 
loads binary number that is multiplying with the 
intensity of input pixel. If n-bit of binary number is 1, 
intensity of input pixel number is shift to right. Then 
adder computes all shifted number or not shifted 
number. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Block diagram of fixed point arithmetic operation 

 
Hardware structure stores 7-line of Gaussian filtered 
image result. When the center pixel p and the neighbor 
pixels in the register are loaded, neighbor pixels are 
made to vector as shown in Fig. 4 so that vector can be 
processed easily in hardware. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Aligned vector of neighbor pixels 

 
Fig. 5 illustrates block diagram of FD(feature 
detection) module. Adder and subtractor are used to 
compute values from pixel and threshold. Values are 
compared with values in vector. If those results in 
continuous 1s of which the number is more 9, 
reference pixel would be a feature point candidate. 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of FD module 

 
Score is calculated using bmin and bmax. That module 
requires from minimum 0 to maximum 8 cycles to find 
accurate score. However, because overall system takes 
much time due to this operation, we changed the 
architecture from repetitive FS to a series of FS 
through pipeline. Flip flop is added to series of FS in 
each FS module as Fig. 6. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Block diagram of revised FS module 

 
Fig. 7 illustrates the block diagram of NMS 
(non-maximal suppression) module. Calculated 
reference pixel score is stored to memory and 
compared with adjacent pixel score. If reference pixel 
score is the highest, reference pixel would be a valid 
feature point. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Block diagram of NMS module 

Descriptor of BRIEF algorithm is made to 128-bit 
binary number bitstring. Bitstring module loads pixel 
intensity and feature point information from NMS 
module. Then it processes one pair selected by random 
sampling for 128 times. 
 
Fig. 8 illustrates overall hardware structure. Converted 
gray scale image is stored in block RAM. Then 
pipeline structure operates with the stages of Gaussian 
filter, FD, FS, NMS, and bitstring modules 
simultaneously and independently. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Hardware structure of FAST and BRIEF algorithm 

 
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 
 
The experimental environment was built using the 
artix-7 xc7a100t FPGA. Table 1 shows the result of 
the comparison between the proposed FAST and 
BRIEF hardware structure and conventional SIFT and 
SURF algorithm. The LUTs usage of proposed 
hardware structure decreased by approximately 71% 
as compared to SIFT and SURF algorithm. The 
registers usage of proposed hardware structure 
decreased by approximately 42% and 23% as 
compared to SIFT and SURF algorithm, while the 
block RAMs usage of proposed hardware structure 
decreased by approximately 55% and 88% as 
compared to SIFT and SURF algorithm. 

TABLE.I. Comparison of logic synthesis result 

 
 
Table 2 shows the result of pixel processing 
performance between the proposed FAST and BRIEF 
hardware structure and conventional SIFT and SURF 
algorithm. The pixel processing performance was 
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calculated by dividing image resolution by (execution 
time x frequency). The performance of proposed 
hardware is (320 x 240) / (0.75ms x 94MHz) = 1.0893. 
The proposed hardware structure outperforms by 
approximately 10 times and 12 times compared to 
SIFT and SURF algorithm. 
 

TABLE. II. Comparison of performance 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We proposed hardware structure of FAST and BRIEF 
algorithm for real-time processing for feature point 
detecting in real-time. Hardware of SIFT and SURF 
algorithms need a lot of resources. However, proposed 
hardware structure decreased hardware cost and 
increased pixel processing performance. 
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